
Dracula  
Chapter II- J.H.’s Journal 

J is greeted by D that night, and J notes that D has pale skin, pointed ears, 
sharp teeth, and very red lips.  J is left to explore the castle during the daytime, 
D is “busy”. J notes there are no mirrors in the castle.  That night, D tells J of 

the superstitions in Transylvania, and J tells D the details of the property he has 
purchased in London, only a chapel and asylum are near. D leaves J when 

daylight starts to show. The next day, J is shaving and D acts strangely.  J tries 
to explore the castle when left alone during the day, but all doors are locked, he 

is a prisoner.   

Chapter IV - J.H.’s Journal 
J wonders whether the encounter with the women is a dream.  D orders J to 
write three letters post-dated saying he is on his way home.  J also slips a 

desperate letter to M via a gypsy telling her the truth.  D intercepts and gets 
angry with J.  Weeks pass, J is still prisoner.  More gypsies arrive with 50+ 
boxes of “earth”.  Also, J’s clothes start to go missing and he witnesses D 
slither down the castle wall wearing them as a disguise.  Next day, woman 

comes crying for her child.  J sneaks down to a passageway under D’s 
bedroom and finds D asleep (or dead) in a wooden box.  Next day, D says J 

can leave the day after.  J returns to his room and waits for daylight to try to kill 
D with a shovel to the head while he is in his box.  D appears younger and 

stronger, blood at the corner of his mouth while he “sleeps”.  J tries to hit him 
with the shovel, but it bounces off of D’s forehead.  J resolves to scale the wall 

on the side of the castle.   

Chapter V- Letters and S’s Journal  
M and L exchange letters about their romantic lives.  M is engaged to J and 

reports that he is on his way back to England.  L discusses that she has 
three men who want to marry her, but she has accepted A.H.  In another 

part, Dr. S, one of Lucy’s suitors, journals about his distress at being 
rejected, but then distracts himself with a new patient, R.  Q.M. writes a 

congrats letter to A.H.  
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Chapter I- J.H.’s Journal 
J records his travels through the picturesque countryside on his way to D’s 
castle.  Many of the townsfolk warn him with the sign of the cross, etc. and 

the innkeeper’s wife gives him a crucifix.  He departs to continue his journey, 
and he leaves the public coach to board the carriage of a strange man with 
red eyes and lips who does strange things with blue flames and drives in 

circles for hours. 

Chapter III - J.H.’s Journal 
D tells J the history of Transylvania, how his name is famous because of war 

victories.  J tells D about English life.  D tells J to write letters saying he will stay 
in Transylvania for another month.  D warns J not to fall asleep in any place 

other than his room.  J hangs a crucifix above his bed.  J sneaks out and 
notices D scaling the wall of the castle like a lizard.  J disobeys D and falls 

asleep in a strange room.  3 women come in and almost bite him (seduction, 
Harker almost craves it!), D gets angry and throws them a bag with a half-

smothered child. 

Chapter VI- L and S’s Journals 
L and M visit Whitby, talk to an old man about supernatural, old man says it’s 

nonsense.  Most graves in chapel are empty b/c old man says they died at sea.   
L tells M of her wedding plans, L is sad that she hasn’t heard from J.  S 

observes R’s strange “life eating” habits.  M notices that L sleepwalks and has 
an “odd concentration”.  She and the old man see a ship coming into port, 

“looks Russian”.  
 

Chapter VII-News Clippings, Captains Log, 
Mina’s journal  

Newspapers report crash of “Demeter”, ship that M and old man saw.  
Ship had no survivors, captain’s body was found with crucifix tied to 
wheel.  Only a dog survived that ran into the woods.  Cargo included 

many large boxes.  Captain’s log-sailors start to go missing one-by-one,  
and the last remaining sailor throw himself off the ship after going below 

to find out what is killing off the men.  The captain resolves not to 
abandon the ship and ties himself to the wheel.  M’s journal- again 

discusses how weird Lucy is being.  Old man found dead.   Chapter VIII-M’s journal, Letter, S’s journal 
M again discusses the weird events surrounding L.  L sleepwalks and 

one night M finds her in the churchyard with a dark figure over her.  
Finds two puncture wounds on her neck that seem to get bigger with 
each passing night.  L’s health is failing.  L’s mother is ill and M is still 
worried about J.H. because he’s still missing.  Later, J.H. turns up in a 

hospital in Budapest. M prepares to go meet him.  A letter from a 
Whitby solicitor orders boxes of earth to be sent to Carfax.  S’s journal 

discusses how R is becoming more aggressive and keeps talking about 
“a master” being close at hand.  R escapes to Carfax, but is caught.  

Chapter IX-Various journals and letters 
M writes to L, she has found J.H. much changed, a nun confides to M 

that J.H. rants about the unspeakable.  J.H. doesn’t remember anything 
of his time at Transylvania, He has M take his journal but promise not to 
read it until it’s absolutely necessary.   They agree to marry right away, 

M seals J.H’s journal in wax.  S logs R’s behavior in his journal.  
Escapes again, grows aggressive, but calms at the sight of a bat.  L 

begins diary, discusses her “nightmares” and something scratching at 
her window.  A.H. is scared for L’s health, asks S to examine L, S asks 
for help from V.H. his former teacher.  V.H. says he can’t figure out the 

cause of blood loss.   Chapter X-Journals and doctor’s notes 
V.H. and S find L in worse health than ever.  A.H. offers to give L some 
of his blood via transfusion.  V.H. orders S to stay up and keep vigil over 

L through the night.  She awakes much better.  The next night, S falls 
asleep and V.H. and S observe L on the brink of death.  S provides 

blood for a transfusion himself.  He has dreams of her puncture 
wounds.  V.H. gets a strange package of garlic flowers and places a 

garland around L’s neck and around her room.  He says she will be just 
fine now that these things are in the room.   

Chapter XI-Journals, telegram, news clipping 
V.H. and S return to check on L the next day, L’s mother removed all 
the garlic because it smelled foul and opened the windows during the 

night to let fresh air in.  V.H. must use his own blood in a transfusion to t 
to save L.  V.H. warns Mrs. W never to remove anything again.  Four 
days later, L is better.  News clipping states wolf escaped from zoo, 

returned next day covered in glass.  S’s journal explains how Renfield 
attacked the doctor and cut his wrist then licked up the blood.  V.H. 

telegrams S to stay with L that night, but the message arrives too late.  
L and Mrs. W share a room for the night, a wolf crashes through the 
window, Mrs. W dies immediately of a heart attack, tearing the garlic 
from L’s neck in the process.  L faints, four maids are drugged so L is 
helpless, tucks a note in her bodice so they will find it on her corpse.  
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Chapter XII-S’s journal, Letters  
S and V.H. find the scene the next day.  L is still barely alive.  Q.M. is 
the only person who can spare any more blood in a transfusion.  A.H. 

arrives after the death of his father, his presence rallies L.  M writes to L 
about her marriage and that she’s back in England.  S’s assistant 
reports that R escaped again and attacked people at Carfax.  V.H. 

surrounds L with garlic flowers, but she pushes them away when she 
sleeps.  S notices a bat by her window.  L’s wounds disappear, a sign 

that she is about to die.  A.H. is called to say goodbye.  L asks for a kiss 
(seductively) but V.H. warns only to kiss her forehead.  Once L dies, 

she looks beautiful again.  
 Chapter XIII-Journals, Telegram, News Report 

S discusses L’s funeral and the weird rituals V.H. wants to perform on 
the corpse.  Her corpse is robbed of ritualistic materials over night,  V.H. 

asks A.H. for L’s personal papers for clues about what killed her.  M 
journals about J.H. seeing a man he thinks is D.  He falls into a deep 

sleep and can then remember nothing.  M resolves to read J.H.’s 
journal.  M receives telegram about L’s death along with report about 
children being abducted from area around grave where L was buried.  

When they are returned, they have wounds on their necks.   

Chapter XIV-M’s journal, Letter, S’s journal 
M shares J.H’s journal with V.H. who helps him restore his memory and 
validates that D is in England. J.H. begins a new journal.  S discusses R 
again.  V.H. visits S and discusses the children going missing.  Tries to 
get S to believe in the supernatural and that the person abducting the 

children is Lucy.   

Chapter XV-Journals and discussions 
V.H. still tries to convince S that L is responsible for the injured children.  
They see that they all have the same injuries as L. V.H. and S open L’s 
tomb to find it empty.  They wait to observe “white streak” and find an 

injured child.  Then they find L back in her tomb looking beautiful.  V.H. 
explains what must be done to her corpse, and all of L’s former suitors 

get together at the graveyard (S, Q.M., and A.H.)  

Chapter XVI-Journals and Narration 
S, V.H., A.H., and Q.M. go to graveyard to see L’s tomb empty again.  

They see her appear as a monster carrying a child, she tries to seduce 
AH, but VH intervenes with a crucifix.  They let L back in her tomb and 

AH returns the next day to put a stake in L’s heart.  VH says he has 
saved L from damnation.  VH plans for all of the men to meet again in 

two nights time to discuss the task they have before them.   

Chapter XVII- Narration 
J.H. and M stay with S at the asylum.  M reads and transcribes S’s 

journals and S reads J.H.s journals.  S now thinks that D is his neighbor 
at Carfax and thinks he is connected to R.  J.H. begins to worry about 
the boxes that were delivered to Carfax.  AH and QM visit the asylum, 

too, and AH is still upset over L’s death.   

Chapter XVIII-Narration 
M visits R in his cell, finds him weird, but polite.  VH is happy about M’s 

work in transcribing the journals, but says that is all she can do, their 
later work is not for women.  VH tells the company the story of the 

nosferatu or “Un-Dead” and the rituals for killing them and how they 
retain their power (connection to boxes of dirt). Men tell M she is their 

star and hope. All go visit R, R asks to leave, S denies him.  

Chapter XIX-Narration, M’s journal 
The men go to Carfax and find boxes missing.  Suddenly, rats enter the 

chapel, but the men whistle for dogs to chase them off. VH tries to 
interview R, but R curses him.  Meanwhile, M sees a fog creeping 

toward the asylum, her window is open though she thinks she closed it, 
a mist is in her bedroom and leans over her, she thinks it’s a dream. 

Chapter XX-Narration and S’s journal 
JH tracks down remaining boxes in several places in London, but how 

to get them?  S interviews R about why he is obsessed with consuming 
life.  R says he doesn’t care about the souls of those he kills.  Later, 
employees hear a scream and find R on the floor covered in blood.  

Chapter XXI-Narration  
R is alive enough to admit that D is his master and he got angry with D 
because he noticed that M is pale. D has been drinking M’s blood.  The 

men rush to JH and M’s room and find JH unconscious and M is 
drinking D’s blood as he stands over her.  VH runs D off with religious 
relics and QM tries to chase him but only sees a bat leave Carfax.  D 

tried to destroy the journals and letters M typed up, but they had 
duplicates.  M describes how D showed up in her room and threatened 
to kill JH if she made a sound.  He drank her blood (not the first time) 

and then made her drink his.  

Chapter XXII-JH’s journal, narration 
JH writes about R’s last days, R was killed by D before R could escape. 
The men go to Carfax and put a communion wafer in each of the boxes 
so D can’t use them anymore.  Before going to the other places where 
boxes are stores, VH seals M’s room with wafers and presses one to 

her forehead where it burns her.   

Chapter XXIII-JH’s journal, narration 
The men split into teams to put communion wafers in D’s boxes.  One is 

missing, and the men are close to ambushing D when he comes to 
protect his boxes from them.  D escapes out of a window, but it is near 

day and he is powerless and scared.  VH hypnotizes M to see if she can 
sense where D is (because she has drank his blood).  M’s spirit goes 
with D and she reveals that he is on a boat leaving England.  JH is 
afraid that D will never be able to be found and that M will slowly 

transform into a vampire.   

Chapter XXIV-Journals and narration 
VH discovers that D has left on a ship called the Czarina Catherine 
(symbolic name!).   He makes great speech about their mission to 

destroy D and free the world.  M is negatively impacted by this because 
of her involuntary connection to count and VH insists that she should 
not have to be involved anymore.  The men make plans to travel to 

intercept D at his port.  M insists on going because her telepathy can 
help.  JH goes to make travel plans.   

Chapter XXV-Journals and narration 
M makes the men vow to kill her if she should become a vampire.  They 
arrive at the port where D’s ship is supposed to dock.  M grows weaker 
as they wait.  They receive word that D has gone to a different port.  VH 
hypothesizes that M’s telepathic connection gave away their plans, but 
he hopes that D is confident that he thwarted them and won’t see them 

boarding a train to catch up with him.     

Chapter XXVI-Journals 
S notes that M goes into trances, but they are less informative, though 
still helpful.  They group got to the new port too late, D’s box (with him 

possibly in it) has been put in charge of a steward. That steward is later 
found dead.  The group splits up, VH and M take a train, AH and JH 
take a steamboat, and S and QM go on horseback.  Ah and JH think 
that a boat ahead of them may be D’s. M and VH head toward D’s 

castle, VH hopes to purify it before D can get there, M passes through 
the exact same country that JH did when he first went to Transylvania.   

 Chapter XXVII-Letters and Journals 
VH and M reach the path to D’s castle.  VH can no longer hypnotize M 
and he places her in a ring of communion wafers for her safety.  Same 
3 vampire women from before try to tempt them, but they resist.  M falls 
asleep in the circle of wafers and VH continues alone.  VH gains entry 
to the castle and finds the tombs of the 3 vampire women and almost 

can’t kill them because of their beauty, but he does.  Then he finds D’s 
tomb (empty) and seals it as well as all the castle doors with 

communion wafers so D can never get in.  VH and M make their way 
east to try to catch up with the others.  At sunset, they see gypsies with 
a cart of earth, and they witness the other four of their group surround 
the cart.  JH and QM get control of the cart and throw the box to the 

ground.  QM is wounded, but he and JH open the box while S and AH 
aim their rifles at the box.  D wakes up angry (it is now past sunset) but 
JH is quick enough to slit D’s throat and QM stabs D in the heart.  D’s 

body crumbles to dust, but M thinks she sees his facial expression 
become peaceful.  QM dies, but before he does, he sees that M’s scar 

from when VH previously pushed a communion wafer to it has 
vanished.  7 years later, JH writes that he and M have a son named 

Quincey and that S and AH are both married.   


